Supplier Response for Cummins RFQ (Supplier Quotation)

Scope and Preceding Activity
The scope of this document, is limited to the process of creating Supplier response, when a Supplier receives a RFQ (Negotiation) from Cummins. Supplier will as get email notification. Preceding Activity can be any of the following
  1. RFQ received from Cummins
  2. Request from Cummins to quote once again.

It is important that the Supplier has a Cummins Cloud Supplier Portal Login. If not the Supplier has to request, the Cummins Sourcing Manager, to get access to the Supplier Portal.

Policy

Responsibility
Supplier, duly Supported by Sourcing Manager / Sourcing Analyst

Distribution
Users – Suppliers & FYI for Cummins Sourcing Managers / Sourcing Analysts & Other Stakeholders

Actors
Appropriate Supplier Contact who has received the RFQ (Negotiation)

Prior Activity
Access to Cloud Supplier Portal to the Right Supplier Contact.

Start Procedure

Supplier Contact
Login to Sourcing Functional Deployment Cloud Environment.
Upon Login this Page will Open. Click the Home Icon, to go to the Home Page.

On the Hope Page you will notice the “Bell” Icon at the top, this is the Notification Tab. You can see all your Notification, there from the latest to the oldest.

In the center you can see the Supplier Portal Tile.

To respond to the RFQ you can either Click the Notifications “Bell Tab” & find the notification, about the RFQ received or from the Supplier Portal Tile.

Let us see both Options. First – The Supplier Portal Tile.

Go ahead & Click the “Supplier Portal” Tile
If you click the **Supplier Portal** Tile, Overview Page will open.

* **Important** – As of now, Cummins has launched only response to RFQ (Negotiation) functionality. However the Portal will have many more areas which are not supported at this time. They will come at a later stage.
* In Oracle Cloud terminology, **RFQ** is called **Negotiations**. You will find both these terms used alternatively in the document.

Given the above let is concentrate on RFQ (Negotiations) Kindly ignore everything else.

You will first see the **“Summary” Tab**

The Summary Tab will have details about the latest activities expected from the users. Refer screenshot below, under MY Tasks, it shows that you have been invited to a certain Negotiation & displays its Title.

If you see further down, under the Watch List.

It shows you status and schedule of various activities expected from you.

RFQs (Negotiations) – **closing in the next 7 Days**. (Closing means, you have to respond to that particular RFQ before that date or else, it won’t be available for you to Quote.).

Also shows you how many Negotiations are open (available to respond / yet to close) & something that is closing today.

Please **ignore**, the Tabs next to Summary Tab, viz. “**Orders** & **Agreements**”.

Next Go to the **Negotiations** Tab for further details.
On the **Negotiations** tab, you will find lot of Information about the latest as well older Negotiations.

The **Ongoing Negotiations** show the status and history of all the action that has been happening between you and Cummins as regards to Negotiations (RFQ).

It shows you the response that you have submitted. And also shows you if Cummins has already awarded the business, or they are yet in the process of doing so. You can view the response history, and other details.

The **Open Negotiations** section shows you the Negotiations, which you have been requested to Quote. It also shows you the Close, date so that you are aware, that by when you have to take action.

The **Completed Negotiations** shows details about, older RFQs, that Cummins has completed all the actions, like awarding the Quote etc. This is just FYI.
It is recommended that, as a good practice, always acknowledge, the RFQ by clicking the “Acknowledge Negotiation” button. At the Center. If you are planning to respond to the RFQ at a later date.

This will tell the Cummins Sourcing Manager, If & When you are going to Quote. To do that select the Negotiation Number, by Clicking on the Square to the left of the Negotiation Number. This will select that Line (It will turn blue). Then click “Acknowledge Participation”

* Tip: If you click the Negotiation Number N101000035, it is a live link, and it will open the RFQ itself.

This Opens a Pop-Up window. You can either say Yes or No about your willingness to submit the Quote. Also you can add a small note to the Buyer(Cummins Sourcing Manager) letting him know further details, by when you are going to Quote, or if you are declining to Quote the reason for the same. The Cummins Sourcing Manager will get an email, based on your response, so that he or she is aware of your intentions.
If you intend to respond to the RFQ, please select the RFQ, similarly, by clicking on the box next to Negotiation Number (which makes the line blue), and click the Create Response button.

Additionally on the right, you will find 2 small Icons
View PDF – Click the same, just in case you want to print the PDF copy of the RFQ.
Response Spreadsheet – In case you want to respond by converting the RFQ to excel for ease of response, when there are multiple part numbers within and RFQ (This we will see later)

When you Click the Create Response. The RFQ (Negotiation) will be opened in the Response mode, and you can fill in all the details as requested.
Some of the features if this page, will help you through the Process.
Like the Train Track at the Top. Which shows you, where you are in the process of completing your Quote. Viz.

Overview – Here you are giving the basic Header details.
Requirements – Here you are responding to the basic Yes/No type of Questions about compliance to various processes, which Cummins expects from its Suppliers.
Lines – Here you will give detailed quote for each part within the RFQ.
Review – This is the last stage of the Quote, where you can review your response before you submit the completed Quote.
On the Overview Page, you can add your Quotation Number for your reference.
1 > Enter the date, till which the Quote is Valid.
2 > Write a note to the Buyer, if you have something specific to Inform.
3 > Add Attachments, which are generic, and applicable to the Entire RFQ.
*Tip-Part Specific attachments are to be done, where you are responding to a particular Part number.

Once you are done, with adding details to the Overview Tab, as a good practice Click Save. To go to the next tab (Requirements), you can either click the Next button, or click the ball on the train track that denotes the Requirements tab.
The “Requirements” tab, you will have to answer Yes / No Questions about Cummins expectations on certain basic things from Supplier.

**Important** - *Everything that is marked * is mandatory, and you have to answer the same, without which you cannot submit the Quote.*

You can see there are live Links, and if you click any of them, they will take you to the exact location on [www.Supplier.Cummins.com](http://www.Supplier.Cummins.com), where that information is available.

On the above **Requirements** tab you are expected to:-

1 > Answer Yes / No to all Questions from 2 to 6 *
2 > Write comments if you wish to, where applicable
3 > Click the live links, if you have not already reviewed any of the Cummins expectations
4 > If the Cummins Sourcing Manager has instructed you update & submit, “TCO Quote Form” kindly download the same, and attach (upload) along with your Quote.
Once you have update the **Requirements** Tab, click **Save & Next**, as usual to go to the Next tab. alternatively, you can click the ball above the next tab which is Lines.

Once on the Lines tab, you will have to enter your Part Specific Quote.

The **Response Price** field is where you will add your total price for the specific Part #.

In the example below, the RFQ has 2 Part numbers for you to Quote.

**Important** – **Giving the Part Price (Response Price), is just the beginning of your journey, on giving the Quote for that specific part #. You will have to furnish, many more details, like MOQ, Lead Time, and other attributes.**

How to do that is explained, in the following screen shots.
* The step on the screen shot below is not a must but additional details for your reference. You can chose your view, by clicking the View, button and managing the Columns.

To update further quote details about the Part number. Select the line, by clicking in the Box next to the Part Description. It will make the line Blue. Then Click the Pencil icon above to edit/update the details.
The page that opens is represented in 3 screen shots below. Where you will add all the details.

The top portion, you will see the line price that you added earlier.
Also you can add Note to the Buyer, if you have anything specific to say.
Also you can add part specific Attachments, by clicking the Plus sign.

Clicking the plus sign, will open a Pop-Up screen, click Browse, add attachment and click OK.

In the Attributes section – You will see various folder, open folders one by one to answer questions within.
Multiple Screen shots below, show, what you are expected to update in each folder. (Example answers in screenshot 😊)

**Important** – Anything that is marked ‘*’ is a mandatory field, what it means is that, unless and until you respond to the same, system will not allow you to submit the Quote. It is expected that you are supposed to respond to all attributes in all the folders. If something is not applicable, and it is not a mandatory field you can leave it blank, or say Not applicable.
Continued………..

In the Packaging you will find a live link “Packaging Data Sheet”, this is a new initiative of Cummins, where, it is expected that Suppliers, download the Packaging data sheet, update the same and attach the same to the Quote
Continued…………….

Once you have done updating all the details at the top, hit **Save and Close**
And repeat the above for all part numbers within the RFQ.

Above screen shots shows that, if you forget to add details, to a field that was mandatory (marked *), you will get an error message, when you try to save and close. Go to that attribute, update the same, and then again Save and close.

**Additionally - There is a Button called, Messages, if you click that, you can send message to your Cummins Sourcing Manager, and he will get an instantaneous email. (Can be used in case you have any doubts etc.)**
Once you have updated all the details for all the Part Numbers in the Quote
At the Top hit **Save**, and **Next** to go to the final tab, that is **“Review”**

The Review Tab

Gives you an opportunity to review your quote in details for one last time before you submit the Quote.

On **Overview** page you can see the header details that you have done.
On the **Requirements** page you can see what you have updated
On the **Lines** page you can review, what you have quoted for all the part numbers.

**Important** – **When you are in Review tab, you cannot edit details, you can only review. During your review, you notice, that you have missed something, either in Overview, or Requirements or on the Lines, you will have to go back to that tab to edit the same.**
Once you have Reviewed everything, and you are completely satisfied, it is time to Submit the Quote.

On the Top Right, you can click the Submit Button

A Pop-up will come up indicating that you have submitted a response to the related RFQ (Negotiation).

The response number that you see in the Pop-up is a system generated number. Don’t worry about the same 😊.

You have successfully Submitted the Quote well done 😊
Following pages, show, other / alternate features, and methods available for you to Quote.

One Page 2 above, we saw how to get to create a Quote by Clicking the Supplier Portal Tile. Now Let us see how you can do the same from the Notifications in the Bell Icon.

On the Home Page -Click on the Bell Icon, and the Click on the related Notification, of the RFQ.

![Image](https://example.com/image.png)

This will open a Pop-up page. This Pop-up page will have exact same information, as the email notification that you get, when someone from Cummins invites you to quote for a RFQ (Negotiation)

Keep scrolling below to see further details

![Image](https://example.com/image2.png)
At the bottom, you will find related links those will direct you to the necessary page. Also you can download the pdf copy of the RFQ, if you need to.

Let us say, you want to **Create a Response** (Submit a Quotation). Click the same.

And then follow the **same steps as mentioned from Page 6 to 16, in this document.**

Other feature that is being described below is of **responding to an RFQ via Excel.** Please refer screen shots below that will show you how to respond to a RFQ, (Negotiation).
When you start creating a Quote (Create a Response)

You will see a button, “Respond by Spreadsheet”. In the dropdown, you will see 2 options Export & Import.

Click Export to download RFQ in spreadsheet form so that you can add details.

It will show you a Pop-up, chose any and say OK

It opens another Pop-up, select open with
**Important** - This process may vary for each individual computer, however our ultimate goal is to reach the Excel spreadsheet that we can use to upload our Quote.

Extract the file and save to your computer

![WinZip screenshot](image1)

Open the file in Excel. It will show as “NegotiationN101000035-Reponse.xml-Excel”

**Important** – Do not change the format for the file. If format is changed it cannot be uploaded.

![Excel screenshot](image2)
Start Updating the Fields which are in “Light Green” & “Yellow”

**Important Note** - **Difference between, the Light Green & Yellow fields is that Yellow fields are Mandatory, you cannot upload the Quote, without answering the same. Keep going down to update details.**

The file has 2 Tabs

**General & Lines.**
Click the Lines tab after you are done updating the General tab. The Lines tab is where you will update the Part Number specific details.
Upon Clicking the Lines Tab, you will see Lines one below the other with all the attributes that you need to update the details with. Update details.

Again Yellow fields are Mandatory & Light Green fields are Optional 😊

Once you are done updating all the details, on all the Part Numbers in the RFQ, you can, save upload the file to the system.

This time, from the dropdown, click Import

At Pop-up shows, you can, click browse, to select the file which you have updated, and upload the same to the system.
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